Science KS1—KS2
Offspring

Fossils

Associate brightness of a lamp
with the number and voltage of
cells used in a circuit

Compare and give reasons
for variations in how
components function

Adaptation

Human circulatory
system
Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram
Why shadows
have the same shape as
objects that cast them

Nutrients & water
transported within
animals & humans

impact of diet, exercise,
drugs and lifestyle on
body function

Light travels from
sources to eye/source
to object to eye
Sun, Earth and Moon
as spherical bodies

Movement of
planets around
Sun

Changes as
humans develop

Classifying based on
specific characteristics

Light appears to
travel in straight lines
Movement of moon
relative to Sun

Classification

Everyday
materials

Earth’s rotation
night/day
vibrations
switches

Forces

Plant & human
reproduction

Life cycles
conductors &
insulators

Separation

food chains

Solutions

Reversible
changes

Formation of
new materials

human digestive
system
Environments
can change

Air/water
resistance &
friction

Gravity

Living things
and their
habitats

Mechanisms
how sounds
are made

pitch

volume

Water transported
within plants

Life and growth

distance

Magnetic forces
act at distance

simple series
electrical circuits

human teeth

Poles

Life cycle
Classification

Parts of flowering

How fossils are
formed

Attract/repel

The
water
cycle

How things move on
different surfaces
Skeletons and
muscles

Rocks

changes
of state

Solids, liquids
or gases

Observing
growth

Seeds and
bulbs

Physical
properties
What soils are
made of

light from
the sun

light needed to see
things & dark is
absence of light

shadows

How shape of
materials can
change

Needs of a
plant

Nutrition

Suitability for
a purpose

Basic needs
of animals

Offspring
growing to
adults

Food chains

Living/not
living/never
been alive

Being suited
to a habitat
Healthy diets
hygiene
Simple
physical
properties

Distinguish
object/
material

Effect/ importance of
exercise on body

Basic
structure

Parts of human
body

Carnivores/
herbivores/

Weather changes
Day
length

Name common trees
Basic structure

Basic
structure

Name variety
of common,
wild and
garden plants

Identifying
and naming
materials

Compare
and group
materials

Identify and name
variety of common
animals

senses

Basic human
body

